The Cutting Edge
H P ’ S

First of all, it is, flat out, the nearest to perfect musical neutrality of all the units (a bit
to the right of the ART II’s slightly golden
glow). I know that some think the purity
and seeming transparency of sound
achieved by the Burmester (and others) is
the ideal balance between the light of yang
and the dark of yin. But, if you remember
the last time you heard acoustic instruments play, there is no “character” to the
sound of these playing on the stage (as
opposed to the sound of the room or hall).
The Herron is one of the few linestages, in
my experience, to get it right.
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Having said that, I find myself
without much more to say. The Herron
gets all the vital things just right,
including an adequate sense of dynamics, and the recreation of a quite wide
soundstage (front and rear), with only
the slightest suggestion of thinning-out
in the upper octaves, which are quite
clean but without the natural weight
and richness, at louder levels, of the real
thing. (Read this as a small failing.)
Despite this, the Herron can, according
to the music you play (say, Kije), sound
mellow and relaxed in the way it should,

and lean and defined in the more acerbic
instrumentation of the Bartók.
I don’t know why, but I just can’t
warm up to it, even though my mind
tells me I should because it is doing
most everything well. This is a case
where I respect the achievement, and
know others consider it, aside from
the C-J reference, the choice among
the linestages.

The Lector Zoe
Given sufficient burn-in time (I’d say
about 50 hours) and, later on, a little
experimentation with different tubes
(which I did not do for purposes of this
survey), you’re going to have a ball with
this two-tubed unit from Lector. And
the price, at a touch less than $2200,
makes it a veritable steal.
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Like its sibling, the CDP-7 compact disc player, the Lector is dark in
overall tonal coloration, similar to that
of the Tom Evans Vibe, and not so very
different from The Vibe’s sound—with
one striking dissimilarity. And that lies
in its ability to reproduce a dynamic
range that is, by comparison to everything else in these evaluations, very
nearly shocking, so electrifying is its
ability to range from the pianissimo to
the sonic thunderclaps. Try the first fortissimo on the Reiner reading of Ravel’s
Alborado del Gracioso. If you’re like some
members of my listening panel, you’ll
jump (as did I). Indeed, you have to be
careful how you set the volume level
with the Zoe, so close an approximation
it is to the real-life wide jumps of the
macrodynamic in big-scaled music. You
may feel, by way of comparison against
the competition, that the contrasts are
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almost excessive. One thing for certain:
you’ll put a strain on your amplifiers if
they aren’t monsters. The microdynamics are just as finely gradated as they are
with the ART, and the transients sounded most excellent.
The bottom end is as solid and
well-defined as that of The Vibe and
Burmester, but more engrossing,
because of Zoe’s way with low-frequency shifts in dynamic level. The
width of the soundstage, up front, is
superb, but there is some collapse of
the field of depth when the going gets
going—you’ll hear this as the brass
choir coming forward, instead of staying firmly in place while sounding
louder. There is a touch of brightness
in the upper midband at times,
depending on the music. But, all told,
this little sucker has the gestalt of the
&
music down pat.

Coming Attractions
Below is a list of what we have on hand
in Sea Cliff for evaluation purposes and
are currently inclined to evaluate.
• The Conrad-Johnson Act II linestage
• The Clearaudio Everest Master
Reference playback system
• The Clearaudio Goldfinger movingcoil cartridge
• The Nordost Thor A.C. junction box
• The Ensemble CD player, digital-to-an
log converter, and phonostage
• The Groove phonostage revised
• The Coincident Technology Total
Victory loudspeaker revised
• The Mapleshade accessories
• The Linn Unidisc player
• The Koetsu Jade Platinum movingcoil cartridge
• The Antique Sound Labs basic amplifiers, the Cadenza and Monsoon
• The McCormack MaP One
• The ASR phonostage improved
• The Lector Digidrive four-piece CD
player.
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